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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces an effective production optimization and a water injection allocation method for oil
reservoirs with water injection. In this method, a two-stage adaptive simulated annealing (ASA) is used.
A coarse-grid model is made based on average horizon permeability at the beginning iterations of the
optimization to search quickly. In the second stage, the fine-grid model is used to provide the accuracy
of the final solution. A constrained optimization problem to maximize an objective function based on net
present value is implemented. Allocation factors from the streamline simulation are used to help for the
appropriate estimation of initial water injection rates. The proposed optimization scheme is used for a
field sector simulation model. The results show that the optimized rates confirm the increment of total
oil production. Optimized oil production and total water injection rates lead to an increase in the total
oil production from 385.983 (initial guess) to 440.656 Msm3. This means a recovery factor increment by
14.16%, while the initial rates were much higher than the optimized rates. Moreover, the recovery factor
of optimized production schedule with an optimized total injection rate is 2.20% higher than the initial
production schedule with an optimized total water injection rate. The allocation of the water injection
rates and the revision of allocation rates result in 446.383 and 450.164 Msm3. The revision of the water
rates allocation provides a reduction of water cut during production.
Keywords: Life-Cycle Optimization, Adaptive Simulated Annealing, Water flooding, Streamline Simulation.

INTRODUCTION

of the full simulation of a reservoir model, finding

In the context of oilfield development, the dynamic

the optimized production strategies becomes very

reservoir modeling and the production optimization

time-consuming, and it is practically impossible

have been attractive research areas. The complexity

to derive all possible solutions. In fact, for the

of geological models, facilities and the operational

optimization of such problems, the efficiency and

constraints complicate the formulation and solution

viability of the method are important subjects. The

of production optimization problems. Especially in

determination of a production scenario is one of

large fields, because of the costs and complexities

the significant tasks in the reservoir management
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because it affects the total oil production and

to the simulation source code. Ikewun et al. has

project benefit. Many studies have been carried out

applied a decline curve for optimizing workflow.

to improve the reservoir management by optimizing

They exerted simulation models and the decline

the economic life-cycle performance of the reservoir

curve analysis (DCA) as a production optimization

models [1-4]. The focus on such problems is related

and forecasting tools for shale gas reservoirs [10].

to the maximization of the recovery factor and

Salam et al. introduced their approach to optimize

economic parameters (e.g. net present value). Due

production strategy which used the NPV; also, they

to many non-unique possible solutions for a certain

considered the capital expenditure [11].

objective function, the optimization techniques are

Proxy models and upscaling are two possible

needed to achieve the improved one when initial

common solutions for fast objective function

oil rates have a considerable impact on the total oil

evaluation in the reservoir optimization. Proxy

production. There are many researches addressing

modeling is implemented in many field development

different aspects of production scheduling. Van

and production optimization problems. The usage

Essen et al. maximized short-term gains with a high

of a proxy function or a surrogate model is very

discount rate by selecting the net present value

effective to reduce the high computational cost of

(NPV) criteria as short-term gains [5]. According to

function evaluation for the numerical simulator.

the literature, NPV, which is a cumulative objective

The neural network is used as an approximation

function, is maximized in life-cycle optimization

optimization to reduce the number of simulation

techniques. In similar approaches used by Bailey

runs and represent the strongly non-linear behavior

et al. and Yasari et al., the goal was to minimize

of a complex petroleum production system [12,13].

the variance of the NPV distribution and maximize

Onwunalu et al. combined an optimization algorithm

the average NPV [6,7]. Siraj et al. used the explicit

with an enhanced statistical proxy led to speed up

uncertainty handling in the model-based economic

field development optimizations [14]. However, the

optimization to examine the balance between

neural network presents some practical difficulties

short-term and long-term gains [8]. In these life-

where there are too many degrees of freedom or

cycle optimization techniques, NPV is maximized.

too many constraints, where the input space and the

Van Essen et al. proposed the robust optimization

output space cannot be correlated at all, or where

method including a model uncertainty in the

the learning costs of the neural network for difficult

optimization by considering an average NPV over an

problems is high [15]. There are several approaches

ensemble of geological model realizations [9]. They

towards using proxy applications in the literature,

showed that their method led to a reduction of the

including Neuro-Fuzzy [16], kriging [17,18], and

variance of the optimized strategy and an increment

statistical proxies [19].

of the expected value when applying to the different

Upscaling is interesting in the problems with high-

geological realization. Van Essen et al. used the

resolution models. High-resolution geological models

adjoint formulation to attain robust optimization

have been built to capture the heterogeneities

[5]; however when the adjoint approach is worked

of the reservoir. For typical history matching and

with commercial simulation, it needs to access

prediction simulation studies, these models increase
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the computational cost and are time-consuming.

placement [14,25,26]. Morales et al. introduced

Upscaling a reservoir model from the fine grid

a risk-constrained algorithm based on the GA to

to a coarser grid has been performed for the

allow the user to input the risk factor desired and

simplification of reservoir models. By Usage of a

individual weights for each realization [27]. Their

quite accurate approach in which the cells of the

model provided different optimum well placement,

fine model are merged together to form a single

which depended on the risk level wanted by the

cell in the coarse model, an appropriate coarsening

user to take. Guyaguler et al. used hybrid genetic

is achieved from a fine grid model that preserves

algorithms based on the GA, polytope search, and

a good estimate of the value of objective function

Kriging Proxy to reduce the computational effort

(for more detailed information see King et al. [20]).

in the well place location optimization of injection

Jessen et al. proposed a technique to simulate water

wells under uncertainties [17]. A field development

flooding with coarse-scale dual-porosity [21]. In

optimization procedure based on the GA and other

the early time, the performance of their approach

optimization tools (neural networks and evolution

could be acceptable in comparison with the fine

strategies) has been proposed and applied to a

model; however, at later times, due to the simplistic

number of reservoir models [11]. Other optimization

representation of flow and transport between

algorithms, including simultaneous perturbation

active and passive porosities, it could not perform

stochastic approximation, simulated annealing

accurately. Chen et al. developed an upscaling model

[28,29, 30], and particle swarm optimization have

for near-well flow in heterogeneous reservoirs

been applied to optimization problems [31, 32].

and improved the precision of standard upscaling

Managing water flooding is one of the most

methods [22].

commonly used approaches toward improving oil

Moreover, the need for fast objective function

recovery and reducing the costs, which requires

evaluation, selecting an appropriate automated

to know about the amount of water injection and

optimization technique can provide a better

how to allocate it through injection wells. Indeed,

production scenario. Ekkawong et al. used linear

the success of a water flooding project depends on

programming and decline curve analysis in a gas

the ability to sweep the remaining oil towards oil

field with small compartmentalized reservoirs

production wells. However, an improper design may

with several constraints [23]. Kritsadativud et al.

result in increasing the costs associated with the

used a gradient-based optimization algorithm

water cycling and poor sweeping the remaining oil.

with both linear and non-linear constraints in a

Thiele and Batycky introduced well allocation factors

single time-step [24]. The stochastic optimization

(WAF) or injection efficiencies for each injector to

algorithms are more effective for escaping from the

optimize the amount of water injection and produced

local optima, due to continuing the search quite

fluids between well pairs in a water flooding

randomly in areas beyond attractive zones. There

reservoir; then, the rate of injection was reallocated

are also numbers of field applications of stochastic

to improve the water flooding performance [33].

optimization techniques. The genetic algorithm

Also, Ghori et al. reported the application of this

(GA) has been applied to the optimization of well

approach in the real field [34]. Alhuthali et al.
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presented a streamline-based workflow to equalize

the injection efficiency or allocation factor of each

the arrival time of the front of water flooding at all

well from the streamline simulation. Revision of

producers within selected sub-regions of a water

all allocation water rates by considering a limited

flooding project [35]. Furthermore, Alhuthali et al.

water cut led to control the water cut and the water

extended their study to optimize a water flooding

production. The offered workflow is a new approach

under geological uncertainty [36]. Ambia proposed

combined with two stages optimization (coarse grid-

using the GA and the particle swarm optimization in

fine grid model) to allocate water injection rates and

water flooding problems to determine an optimum

the usage of water allocation factor for the initial

pattern design and production and injection

guess. In the next section, the approach is described

strategy to maximize NPV of the project [31]. Van

in detail. Next, the case study results are presented

den Hoek et al. presented a new methodology

to demonstrate the improvement in reducing the

combining fluid-flow and fracture-growth within the

time length of the life-cycle optimization, when it

context of an existing standard reservoir simulator

keeps the precision of the final optimized solution.

which was coupled with induced fractures via special
connections to eliminate most of the numerical
instabilities [37].
In the present work, the objective function that
is NPV with a discount rate to consider the longterm and the short-term gains is optimized through
the optimization of oil production rates and total
water injection in a field sector in which the water
injection is started from the beginning of the oil
production. Initial guesses for oil production wells
are related to the capacity of the production of
each well. The adaptive simulated annealing (ASA)
is combined with a polytope search to provide the
optimization with the ability of escaping from the
local minima. In the first iterations, using a coarse
grid block model in ASA causes the time length of
the life-cycle optimization strikingly to be reduced.
In later iterations, the fine grid model is substituted

EXPRIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Methodology
In this approach, the optimization of oil production
rates of each well results in the optimization of
total oil production. Furthermore, the reliability
of the approach is improved by including practical
constraints for the rates of each well. Later on,
the optimized water injection rates allocation and
revision of allocated water injection in each time
step are led to an increase in the final objective
function. The NPV is considered as the objective
function in order to include both the long-term
and the short-term gains. The objective function J
is NPV for the cumulative oil and water production
over a fixed time horizon which is introduced by
Van Essen et al. [38] and can be expressed by the
following mathematical formulation:

to confirm the preciseness of the NPV value and fine-

J
=

tuning of the optimization variables. In addition, the

total water injection is allocated to each well by this
workflow. The goal was to optimize the allocation
of water injection well rates. The initial guesses for
injection well rate allocation are determined by

(1)

where, K shows the total number of time steps k,
and ∆tk is the time interval of time step k in days. b
is the discount rate for a certain reference time tref.
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In the above objective function, the water injection

is slowly cooled. Molecules in the hot metal are

cost is defined as:

randomly dispersed. While the temperature is falling,
(2)

the molecules are organized in a way, which is very

The produced water production cost is defined by:

near to the global minimum energy. The algorithm

Ninj
j =1 winj

CWI K =
∑ r

× qwinj .k

(3)

can escape the trap of local optimum by a metropolis

The produced oil production benefit is calculated

algorithm using a random number generation

by:

method. The random search causes the algorithm to

N

CWP K =
∑ j =prod
1 rw p × qwp.k

(4)

store variations which lead to decreasing the energy

where, ro , rwp, and rwinj are the oil price, the water

(objective function), and some variations increasing

N

COP K =
∑ j =prod
1 ro × qo.k

production cost, and the water injection cost in $/

it [39]. If the new objective function is decreased,

m3 respectively. qwinj.k, qwp.k, and qo.k represent the

the set of optimization parameters will be accepted

total flow rate of injected water, produced water, and

automatically. Otherwise, a Boltzmann probability

produced oil at time step k in m3. Nprod and Ninj are the

function is called, and a random number is created.

number of production and injection wells respectively.

If the random number is less than the parameter set

The optimization problem with the objective function

probability, it will be accepted as the next iteration:

defined in Equation 1 can be formulated as follows:

accept
∆ J < 0

P ( accept ) = 
 −∆ J 
Exp 

 ∆J > 0 → P =
 T 


max J ( uk ) ,
u1:K

(5)

Which is subject to:

g k +1 (u k .x k .x k +1 ) =0. k =0.….K − 1.x 0 =x 0

(6)

and

ck +1 ( uk +1 .xk +1 ) ≤ 0 .

(7)

where, u is the control vector (input vector), and

(8)

Boltzmann probability function depends on T
being the temperature as a global time-varying
parameter of the objective functions, i.e. J(uk1)
and J(uk2). The SA algorithm can escape from a
local minimum which is worse than the global

x is the state vector (grid block pressures and

one because the probability function P should be

saturations); g is a vector-valued function presenting

positive even when J(uk2) is larger than J(uk1).

the system equations, and x0 stands for a vector of

Adaptive simulated annealing (ASA) is an improved

the initial conditions of the reservoir. A colon in a

version of simulated annealing. In the first step

subscript indicates a range, e.g. u1:K= {u1, u2,…, uk}.

of adaptive simulated annealing, i.e. the initial

The vector of inequality constraints g is related to

temperature, the initial solution should be entered,

the wells limitations.

and the objective function should be initialized.

The core optimization algorithm in this work is

Then, y i, a random parameter introduced by Ingber [1]

simulated annealing (SA) which has been introduced

is defined in Equation 12 and helps create a random

by Kirkpatrick [39]; in addition, it has been used as

solution, α ik+1 (in the problem, this is the initial rates

an optimization technique for the combinatorial
optimization. SA is originated from the physical
process of metallurgical annealing, when at first, a
metal is at high temperature in a heating bath and

for wells) which is defined in Equation 9. Also, α ik is
the current solution in the dimension i generated at
annealing-time k within the range, and Bi and Ai are
the upper and lower bounds for α ik.
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α (i k +1 ) =
α ki + y i (Bi − Ai )

(9)

y i ∈[ −1 ,1]

(10)

y i is generated from a u i from the uniform distribution:
u i ∈ U[0,1]

(11)

2ui −1


1
 i 1  
− 1
y =sgn  u −  Ti  1 + 

2  
Ti 




(12)

i

Finally, the value of objective function is calculated
based on the new solution. The difference between
two objective functions (delta) distinguishes
whether the new solution is accepted or not. When
the delta is equal or lower than zero, the new solution
would be accepted, and the temperature based on
a formulation proposed by Ingber [40] would be
adjusted which is shown in Equation 13 and Equation
14, where T0i is the initial temperature. Also, ni and
t

mi can be considered free parameters to help tune
ASA for specific problems. D is the dimension of the
space problem. As it is represented in Figure 1, if the
delta is greater than zero, the metropolis function
is called. When the metropolis function is accepted,
the new solution will be stored and the temperature
will be adjusted by Equation 13. Otherwise, if the
temperature is not reached the final temperature
and rejected by the Boltzmann probability function,
a new solution is generated in the algorithm. At the
End, when the final temperature is reached, the
algorithm will be terminated.
1


=
Ti ( k ) T0i ( exp  − cik D  ,



0<c<1

=
ci mi exp(−ni / D)

(13)
(14)

&

a

the
t

t
o

(Equation 13)

a

b

t

t

o
(Equation 14)

Figure 1: An adaptive simulated annealing flow diagram.
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In the initial steps of adaptive simulated annealing

To simulate the water flooding process, the coupled

(ASA), a coarse grid model is used which is created

system of non-linear equations system for oil and

based on the horizon permeability map. This coarse

water material balance for each simulation cell should

grid model is used to reduce the length time needed

be solved in ECLIPSE.

to find the optimized solution. The optimization

In the presented method, water injection rate

is performed in two sections; in the first section,

allocation is performed after the optimized total

the coarse grid block model is applied and does

amount of water injection has been determined. This

not have a substantial impact on the final solution

allocation is done by using the same workflow for

because the solution varies in a large search space.

finding the optimized oil production rates. This means

In the second section, the fine grid block model is

a two-stage ASA (coarse and fine grid block models) is

used to keep the preciseness of the final solution.

used to be coupled with a polytope search to speed

Therefore, by dividing ASA in two sections of coarse

up the process. The speed of the usage of the coarse

and fine grid block models, the method can find an

grid block model and the accuracy of the solution in

approximate optimized solution rapidly. By switching

the section of fine grid block model help optimize

to fine grid section, the precise optimized solution

the allocation of water injection by an efficient

can be guaranteed. Figure 2 shows the flowchart of

workflow. For finding a trustworthy initial allocated

ASA using fine grid and coarse grid models. The first

injection water rate, water well allocation factor is

guesses for the oil production rates in ASA come from

an acceptable clue to assign an appropriate water

their capacity of production, i.e. NTGkhSo where NTG,

injection rate to each well. Well allocation factor is the

k, h, and So are net to gross, permeability, height, and

ratio of injected water to the oil produced at offset

oil saturation respectively. This makes a reliable guess

wells, which allows us to calculate the efficiency of

for all rates of production wells and helps accelerate

injection wells calculated by the streamline based on

the optimization by improving the next guess. The

flow simulation. Injection efficiency introduced by

initial oil rates and the total water injection are the

Thiele and Batycky [33] is defined as follows:

input and the objective function calculated through
the amount of oil and water production. Until the
temperature is got to a specified temperature, the
coarse grid block model is applied. In addition, a
polytope search, a hill-climbing algorithm, enhances
the speed of the method by finding the best solution
between the previous iterations and picking the
best one for the next guess in the ASA. The polytope
algorithm introduced by Nelder and Mead tries to find
the direction that increases the value of the objective
function. In the next step, the fine grid block model is
used when the temperature does not reach the final
temperature, i.e. the stopping criteria.

Ieff =

off − set oil production [ rb / day ]
water injection [ rb / day ]

(15)

At optimized oil production rate, water injection rates
are allocated. The well allocation factor comes from
streamline simulation in each time step, and then
the average of the total time steps for each injection
well is calculated. By the allocation of the water
injection rate to each well, the more remaining oil
is swept towards oil production wells. The improved
sweep efficiency provides a higher objective function
and satisfies the economic consideration such as the
reduction of the total amount of water production
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and the total oil production increment. A revision of

closed. Even the entire well will be shut down in a case

the allocation rates during oil production and water

of very high water cut. This remedy has a considerable

injection results in better total water production

effect on the reduction of the total water production

controls, and the breakthrough time by specifying

and the water cut; moreover, this remedy postpones

the economical operation limits of the wells such as

the breakthrough of water injected front. Because

water cut. If a well violates the limitation value such as

of decreasing the total water production, the cost of

specified water cut, the worst offending connection,

water production is declined significantly. Therefore,

which has the highest water cut in the well, will be

it increases the value of the objective function.

Figure 2: Workflow of the Optimization Algorithm.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

respectively. The distribution of the porosity and the

The optimization procedure was applied to a sector of

permeability is shown in Figure 3.

a real three-dimensional oil reservoir model with two

The reservoir porosity is ranging from zero to 0.15.

phases (water and oil) in Libya. The mentioned field

According to the porosity map, the lower part of the

sector named Mudarko was given to the authors for

figure exhibits very low porosity (very low quality

this research work. The reservoir model consists of

rock) which shows a barrier-like behavior. This makes

47310 (83×114×5) grid blocks, 14 injection wells, and

the average porosity in the reservoir to be 0.056.

33 production wells. The control mode of production

It should be noted that the permeability in the all

was on the liquid production rate. The life cycle of the

directions is the same, and it changes from 4.2 to 1028

reservoir covered a period of 24820 days. The initial

mD. All remaining geological and fluid properties used

and bubble point pressure were 641.5 and 267.93 psi

in the model are presented in Table 1 and Table 2.

Table 1: Geological and fluid properties of the model
Property

Value

Units

φ

0.05759

-

ρo(at 14.7 psi)

847.376534

kg/m3

ρw (at 14.7 psi)

1117.316

kg/m3

co (at Pint)

1.459E-05

1/psi

cw (at Pint)

4.579e-006

1/psi

μo (at Pint)

0.3289

Pa.s

μw (at Pint)

0.5

Pa.s

Temperature

87

°C

Table 2: Statistical information of simulation grid blocks dimensions
Min (m)

Max (m)

Delta (m)

Mean (m)

Std. dev.

Variance

DX

9.74

17.12

7.37

13.14

1.93

3.72

DY

501.75

501.81

0.06

501.75

0.02

0

DZ

498.75

498.88

0.13

498.8

0.06

0

Figure 3: The map of the porosity (left) and the permeability map (right).
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The coarse grid model contains 1150 grid blocks, so

decline and the oil production rate close to fine scale

the number of grid blocks is significantly decreased.

one as shown in Figure 5. However, everything is not

The upscaling procedure is performed in a very

exactly the same, especially if it is investigated well

careful procedure based on the visual contrast in

by well. The time elapsed for the fine grid model

the permeability as can be seen from Figure 4.

and coarse grid one are 413.32 and 54.94 seconds

This produces a suitable coarse scale model with

respectively. A substantial speed-up is achieved by

a production behavior such as the field pressure

this short run time.

Figure 4: The coarse grid model (left) and the fine grid model (right).

Field Pressure

3

Field Oil Production Rate

Figure 5: Field oil production rate versus time for both model coarse and fine models (left), and field pressure
versus time for both model coarse and fine models (right).
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Through implementing the optimization approach,

outcome of the stochastic procedure is different for

the optimized total oil production can be found.

two different runs. The optimization repetition also

NPV, the objective function defined in Equation 1,

helped us to select among the best results.

is codded in C# programming language and coupled

As the result shows in Figure 6, although the initial oil

with ECLIPSE for simulation runs where ro = 128

production rate of optimized scenario was substantially

$/m3 (20.33 $/bbl), rw=19 $/m3 (3.02 $/bbl), and

lower than the first guess for the oil production rate,

rinj=6 $/m (0.95 $/bbl). The minimum initial oil rate

the total field oil production was increased from

production for all production wells is defined 500

385.983 Msm3 (the initial guess) to 440.656 Msm3, i.e.

m3/day, and the maximum water injection rate for

14.16% increment. Due to increasing water injection

all injection wells is defined to be 10000 m3/day as

from 18100 m3/day to 25073 m3/day in the optimized

practical constraints in the optimization method.

solution, more oil was swept to the oil production

The optimized scenario was selected among 567

wells. Therefore, another scenario was performed

scenarios created in the ASA algorithm. In the

with the optimized total water injection rate and the

context of optimization, there are two words that

initial oil production rates, which is simply called initial

those are used sometimes instead of each other:

scenario with an optimized injection. This means that

optimized solution and optimal solution. However,

the oil production rates and total water injection

some authors distinguish between the two words.

rate are subject to optimization. The result revealed

The optimal solution is the global maximum; however,

that the total optimized oil production is still 2.20%

the optimized solution is a solution improved from the

better than this scenario (see Figure 6). In addition,

starting point and closer to the global maximum. The

a recovery factor comparison is displayed in Figure

algorithm, which has been used for optimization, is a

7; the recovery factor for the optimized scenario is

stochastic optimization procedure. Such procedure

32.24%, which is higher than the recovery factors of

can investigate the variables space with several

the initial scenario (28.22%) and the initial scenario

different directions due to Metropolis algorithm. The

with the optimized injection (31.51%).

oil production total (M sm2)

3

3

3

Time (day)

Figure 6: Field oil production rate, comparison between the initial scenario and Initial with optimized injection
(dotted line) (left); total field oil production comparison between the initial scenario (solid line) and Initial with
optimized injection (dotted line) (right).
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Figure 7: Recovery factor comparison between the initial scenario (solid line) and the initial scenario with optimized
injection (dotted line).

the plots, one by one, for all wells are check, not

total oil production for two wells in the optimized

all the total oil production of wells in the optimized

scenario, initial scenario, and initial scenario with

scenario have a better result than the first scenario.

optimized injection are presented. There are cases

Indeed, the general effect of all of the wells in the

for which, the optimized total oil production is

optimized scenario has a higher outcome. Figure

higher than other scenarios; however, the initial

10 shows the objective function in each iteration.

oil rate of the optimized wells is lower than that

The polytope search helps the objective function

of others. Furthermore, it should be noted that if

to have an ascending profile.

Total Oil Production (M sm3)

Oil Production Rate (sm3/day)

In Figure 8 to Figure 9, oil production rates and the

Time (day)

Time (day)

Figure 8: Oil production rates comparison in well M_P12-3 (left); the total oil production comparison in well M_
P12-3, among optimum scenario, initial scenario, and initial scenario with optimized water injection (optimized the
total water injection rate and the initial oil production rates) (right).
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Time (day)

Figure 9: Oil production rates comparison in well M_P13-4 (left); the total oil production comparison in well M_P13-4,
among optimum scenario, initial scenario, and initial scenario with optimized water injection (optimized the total water
injection rate and the initial oil production rates) (right).

Figure 10: Objective function versus the number of iterations.

In the next step, the total water injection, which

oil production rates calculated from the optimized oil

was calculated from the optimized scenario, is

production scenario. The mentioned optimization

allocated to each injection well by a new workflow.

workflow was used to allocate water injection at

For simplicity, this optimization of water injected

the optimized oil production rates, which were

allocation (water injection rate allocation in the

calculated from previous optimization. For the first

injection well) is called the allocation scenario. For

guess to allocate water injection, the water allocation

finding the optimized water allocation scenario, 567

factor calculated by streamline simulation was used

scenarios are created in the ASA algorithm by being

in order to allocate total optimized water injection.

codded in C# programming language and being

There is not too much difference between the initial

coupled with ECLIPSE for simulation runs at the same

water allocation rates which come from streamline
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simulation and the final result for water injection wells

in the allocation and revision scenario is strikingly

which come from the presented method. Hence, the

decreased (Figure 13). The total water produced in

first allocation factors are an acceptable optimized

the optimized oil scenario and the allocation scenario

water allocation. Moreover, the revision of water

was 201.117 Msm3 and 132.427 Msm3 respectively; in

allocation rates considered some economic constraints

other words, the total water produced was decreased

for water cut and minimum oil production rate at the

by about 35%. However, the total water injection in

optimized oil production scenario. The allocation of

the allocation scenario was increased by 4%. Water

water injection can have a significant effect on the

injection rates allocation helped decrease the water

improvement of the water flooding efficiency. In fact,

produced; therefore, the cost of water produced

the optimized total water injection rate should be

was decreased, and the total benefit was improved.

distributed over water injection wells in a way that

Water cut shown in the Figure 14 also demonstrates

most of the remaining oil can be produced. As we can

that during the production the water cut in the

see in Figure 11, by making a comparison between the

allocation scenario is lower than the optimized oil.

optimized oil production scenario, which is achieved

Considering all of the mentioned information such

from the previous optimization of oil production rates,

as the increment in the total oil production, the

and total water injection (the optimized oil scenario), the

reduction in the total water production, and the

optimization of the allocation of water injection rates

improvement in controlling water cut during the life

scenario (allocation scenario) and the total oil production

cycle of the reservoir leads to the enhancement of

3

are represented as 450.164 Msm and 440.565 Msm

the objective function in the revision of water rate

respectively. In addition, a recovery factor comparison

allocation scenario. This means gaining more profit

is presented in Figure 12; moreover, the recovery

and a reduction in the costs of water production

factor is improved from 32.24% (the optimized

and injection as shown in Figure 15. The optimized

oil scenario) to 32.91% (the allocation scenario).

objective function for the allocation scenario was

Although the total oil production does not have a

48800, while the optimized objective function of the

remarkable improvement, the total water production

optimized oil scenario was 45400.

3

Field Oil Production Rate

3

Total Oil Production (M sm3)

Total Oil Production

Time (day)

Figure 11: Field oil production rates comparison between the optimized oil scenario and the allocation scenario
(left); total oil production comparison between the optimized oil scenario and the allocation scenario (right).
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Figure 12: Recovery factor between the optimized oil scenario and allocation scenario.
Total Water Production
Total Water Production (M sm3)

Water Production Rate (sm3/day)

Field Water Production Rate

Watercut

Figure 13: Field water production rates comparison between the optimized oil scenario and the allocation scenario
(left); total water production comparison between the optimized oil scenario and the allocation scenario (right).

Figure 14: Water cut comparison between the optimized oil scenario and the allocation scenario.
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of stochastic optimization algorithms such as
ASA including Metropolis mechanism aids the
optimization

procedure.

• Using the coarse grid model for the early
temperature cooling in ASA algorithm provides
the optimization approach with reducing the
run time of the optimization. The coarsening of
the grid blocks based on the permeability map is
performed, and reducing the number of grid blocks
Figure 15: objective functions comparison between the
optimized oil scenario and the allocation scenario.

has a considerable effect on the performance of

The uncertainty in NPV comes from both the

optimization. For the final steps, the fine grid blocks

modeling process of water flooding and varying

model was used to keep the accuracy and reliability

economic conditions, which include economic

of the solution. The comparable trends of reservoir

variables such as the interest rate, oil price etc.

behavior such as field pressure decline and oil

Including these uncertainties can be a step further

production rates in both of the fine and coarse grid

in the future research to improve the optimization

models are necessary factors to generate a reliable

objective function definition, and to create a more

coarse grid model.

reliable solution.

• The optimized total water injection can be

CONCLUSIONS
In this work, an effective scheme was offered to use
a two-level adaptive simulated annealing technique
for the optimization of initial oil production rates
and total water injection in a reservoir undergoing
water flooding and the allocation of water injection
rates to each injection well. This method noticeably
causes the run time of the optimization process to
be decreased relative to the direct optimization.
The objective function is based on NPV to consider
the long-term and short-term gains. Based on the
numerical simulation, it is concluded that:
• The optimization of oil well rates is an important
issue in the total oil recovery. Consequently,
the initial oil rate selection for wells should be
accurate. To escape from the local minima during
multi-variables optimization workflow, the usage

the proposed optimization for the first stage of

allocated through the proposed workflow for each
injection well. The allocated water injection rates
not only increase the total oil production, but also
decrease the total water production.
• The revision of allocated water helps the method
to consider some economic constraints, e.g. for
water cut. This revision leads to better control on
the water cut.
• The water allocation factors calculated from
streamline simulation provide the acceptable initial
water injection rates for the allocation of total water
injection.

NOMENCLATURES
∆tk
ASA
b
c
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: time interval of time step k (y)
: Adaptive simulated annealing
: discount rate
: compression (1/psi)
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GA
J
k
NPV
NTG
o
p
q
r
S
SA
tk
tref
u
w
winj
wp
x
x0
μ
ρ
φ

: Genetic algorithm
: objective function
: time step counter
: Net present value ($)
: net to gross
: oil
: pressure (bar)
: rate production/injection
: revenues/costs
: saturation
: Simulated annealing Subscripts
: time at time step k (date)
: reference time (date)
: input vector
: water
: Injected water
: produced water
: state vector
initial conditions
: viscosity (cp)
: density (kg/m3)
: porosity
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